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Welcome Message
Dear esteemed guests and valued partners,
Welcome to Weldarc India – an exciting moment to connect, engage, and explore the world
of innovation in welding and beyond!

As the Director of Weldarc India, it fills me with immense pleasure to extend my heartfelt
greetings to each one of you present here today. Our journey has been one of determination,
passion, and unwavering commitment to excellence. Today, we stand proud, showcasing
the result of our collective efforts and relentless pursuit of cutting-edge solutions.
Throughout the years, Weldarc India has emerged as a leading force in the welding
industry, continually pushing the boundaries of what is possible. Our team of dedicated
experts, together with our valued partners, have paved the way for revolutionary
advancements that redefine the art and science of welding.

So, let us embark on this journey together, as we unfold the remarkable achievements and
opportunities that await. Join us in embracing innovation, excellence, and a vision that
transcends boundaries.
Thank you for gracing us with your presence today. Together, we will forge a world of
boundless possibilities.
Welcome to the WeldarcIndia experience!
With warm regards,

M.S. Mansoori 
Director, 
Mansoori Weldarc India Pvt Ltd.
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About
Weldarc India

Founded in the year 1993, Weldarc India Pvt. Ltd. is
counted amongst the most promising Manufacturer,
Exporter and Trader firm of high performing Cutting &
Welding Machines. Our quality tested product portfolio
comprises widely demanded equipment, such as CNC
Plasma Cutting Machines, Welding Automation Systems,
and Laser Cutting Machines

A Brief  Story About Weldarc India



Our
VALUES

Our Mission Our Mission

Besides our strong business
fundamentals, there is one
thing that defines our
culture at Weldarc Cutting &
Welding Systems and helps
bring our vision to life. Our
Six values not only define
who we are as a company,
they guide and motive us in
our daily working lives.

Our aspiration is to be the world's leading
solution provider of cutting and welding
systems. For over 25+ years, our top
priority has been to create more value
for our clients, to help them grow and to
form long-term Relationship with them.
As a loyal partner, we firmly believe: our
client’s success is our success

Our mission to develop and follow
business practices, which would induce
develop and retain confidence of our
business partners and employees and
rated best amongst quality and service
for the solutions that we provide to our
customers.
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The Men Behind the success of Mansoori
Weldarc India Pvt Ltd the Founders Mr.
M.K. Mansoori and Mr. Shahnawaz
Mansoori being the advertisers of the
company were engaged with the
machine instruments business since 1982.

Driven by a vision to build the company
into a temple of technology through
team work, the organization has grown
manifold from manufacturing gear boxes
for machines to developing precision all-
geared head lathe machines and later
on sophisticated CNC Machines.

Continuous process improvement
and fast adoption of State-of-the-art
technology has led Weldarc India in
becoming a leader in innovating
manufacturing techniques and won
many Awards for their great work and
contributing new technologies and
innovative designs.

Mr. Afzal Mansoori (CEO) and Mr. Asif
Mansoori(COO) gave company new
directions and growth with their innovative
ideas and new technology.Now Weldarc
India have offices and Regional service
centers gloabally.

Since 1990, Mansoori Weldarc India Pvt Ltd. provides assembly,
welding, cutting and slicing solutions. Our Organization is
renowned for the technology we provide for the infrared, spin
and laser technology welding.Our skills benefit many business
sectors: aeronautics, food, automotive, cosmetics, electronics,
medical energy, plastics, textiles and many more for whom we
consistently innovate.

Our Company
Timeline

1993 2000 2005 2012
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Presentations are communication
tools that can  use as lectures,
speeches, reports, and more.

Facility Best Service

Weldarc India has an excellent
manufacturing facility with 45000
sq feet area 

We provide comprehensive pre-sales
consultations and exceptional after-
sales support to ensure best service
throughout the engagement.

Weldarc India
Offerings

About Our Vision
Latest Technology  International Reach
Weldarc India prides itself on
staying at the forefront of
technological advancements in
welding and laser cutting
systems. 

Our international reach allows us to
cater to diverse markets, making us a
reliable choice for welding and laser
cutting solutions on a global scale.



Fabrication Industry Welding Automation PEB Machine

Weldarc India offers top-
notch fabrication services,
catering to a wide range of

industries.
Fabrication shops are

employed by contractors,
OEMs, and VARs.

 Weldarc India
specializes in welding
automation solutions,
optimizing production

processes through
robotic systems. 

Our  PEB solutions offer
versatility, sustainability,
and cost-effectiveness
for a variety of
commercial and
industrial applications.

Our 
Services

Weldarc India has vast
experience in Automation of
variety of machine tools, SPM's
& robotic applications. CNC &
MOTION have been the core
strengths of our
organization.Weldarc India
have variety of automation,
motion control, Fabrication
Industry, PEB Machine, CNC &
laser services.
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Railway Industry Machinery Facility Sheet Metal

 Weldarc India offers
specialized products
and services for rail

infrastructure, including
welding systems,

maintenance
equipment, and

innovative solutions

Weldarc India's
machinery facility is

equipped with cutting-
edge technology,

enabling us to
manufacture precision-
engineered machines

and equipment. 

Weldarc India excels in
sheet metal fabrication,
producing high-quality

metal components
using advanced CNC

machinery. 

Our 
Services

Weldarc India has vast
experience in Automation of
variety of machine tools, SPM's
& robotic applications. CNC &
MOTION have been the core
strengths of our
organization.Weldarc India
have variety of automation,
motion control, Fabrication
Industry, PEB Machine, CNC &
laser services.

www.weldarcindia.com 
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01 Welding Machines & Accessories

02 Welding S.P.M & Automation

03 CNC Plasma Cutting Machines

04 CNC Laser Cutting Machines

05 Robotic Hands

06 PEB Welding Line

Our 
Products



Equipment are designed as per industry
standards using the best quality basic
material under the guidance of our expert
team. The entire range is offered in different
sizes and designs to fulfill the wide needs of
our esteemed clients.
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ARCARCSERIESSERIES

ARC 200 ARC 300 ARC 400 ARC 500



Equipment are designed as per industry
standards using the best quality basic
material under the guidance of our expert
team. The entire range is offered in different
sizes and designs to fulfill the wide needs of
our esteemed clients.
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MIG DIODEMIG DIODE
SERIESSERIES

Weldarc-250 Welpro-250 Weldarc-400 Weldarc-600



Equipment are designed as per industry
standards using the best quality basic
material under the guidance of our expert
team. The entire range is offered in different
sizes and designs to fulfill the wide needs of
our esteemed clients.
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Mig-250 Mig-400 Pulse MIG-350

MIGMIG INVERTERINVERTER
SERIESSERIES

Pulse MIG-500



Equipment are designed as per industry
standards using the best quality basic
material under the guidance of our expert
team. The entire range is offered in different
sizes and designs to fulfill the wide needs of
our esteemed clients.
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TIG 200 PRO TIG-315

TIGTIG INVERTERINVERTER
SERIESSERIES

PRO TIG-400 PRO TIG-500



▶Efficient and energy-saving equipments, good for
butt, lap, fillet welds.
▶Small, light, flexible adjustment and convenient
operation.
▶Duty cycle is as high as 100%.
▶Weakly influenced by input voltage fluctuation.
▶Wide adaptability of welding parameters, reliable
performance.
▶Over-heat protection and wire against protection

www.weldarcindia.com 

SAWSAWSERIESSERIES
FEATURES

SAW 1250N SAW 1000N

SAW 1000 SAW 1250
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ROBOTICROBOTICHANDHAND
They are industrial robots equipped with
specialized welding tools and systems that
allow them to perform various welding
tasks. They are capable of performing
complex welding applications that may be
difficult or impractical for human operators. 

They can handle intricate weld patterns,
reach tight spaces, and work with advanced
welding techniques such as TIG (Tungsten
Inert Gas) or MIG (Metal Inert Gas) welding.



One H-beam steel placed on workpiece support
frame with 45°, which is suitable for boat welding.
Gantry welding machine walks on rails at
adjusted welding speed.
Use SAW welding to weld two seam.
Arc-guide frame automatic seam tracking.
Flux automatic feed and recovery system www.weldarcindia.com 

FEATURES

WELDING S.P.M & AUTOMATION

ROUND WELDING AUTOMATION LINER WELDING AUTOMATION

One H-beam steel placed on workpiece support
frame with 45°, which is suitable for boat welding.
Gantry welding machine walks on rails at
adjusted welding speed.
Use SAW welding to weld two seam.
Arc-guide frame automatic seam tracking.
Flux automatic feed and recovery system

FEATURES
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This advanced machine utilizes a
combination of computer numerical control
(CNC) technology and either a flame or
plasma cutting process to achieve highly
accurate and efficient cuts.

www.weldarcindia.com 

CNC PLASMA CUTTING MACHINES

SHARPCUT-5516

SHARPCUT-3509

The CNC plasma cutting machine employs
a focused and high-temperature plasma
arc to melt through the material, while a
high-velocity gas jet blows away the molten
metal.



CNC LASER CUTTING MACHINES

SERIESW

SERIESWT

SERIESWS
www.weldarcindia.com 



Our automated PEB Beam Welding Machine
serves the exact customer requirement and
high quality of welding with increased
productivity to compete the current market.
We have supplied our Automated H-Beam 

www.weldarcindia.com 

Welding systems to many PEB
Manufacturers in India and abroad and
brought them to our list of satisfied and
happy customers.

PEB WELDING LINE

H-BEAMH-BEAM



WELDARC INDIA

SALES & SERVICE NETWORKS
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MAJOR CLIENT 
WELDARC INDIA
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ACHIEVEMENTS & CERTIFICATES
WELDARC INDIA



We Have
The Best Team

Since origin, Mansoori Weldarc India Pvt
Ltd has profited by a prevalent initiative
group - from our solid, dynamic and
independent board memberss to our
accomplished and all inclusive
circulated senior supervisory team.

AFZAL MANSOORI SHAHNAWAZ MANSOORI ASIF Mansoori
Chief executive officer Director Chief Operating Officer

www.weldarcindia.com 
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Check Out Our
Website for Business

We take pride in offering the best service to our
valued customers, from initial consultations to
reliable after-sales support. Our team is dedicated
to ensuring your success with our products

Website Url-www.weldarcindia.com 

www.instagram.com/weldarcindia/

www.facebook.com/weldarcindia

www.linkedin.com/company/mansoori-weldarc-india-pvt-ltd

Checkout our social Accounts



 +91-9313103366
Phone

Mail

Website

Address

www.weldarcindia.com 

23/7 Mathura Road Near JCB India,
Ballabgarh, Faridabad, Haryana 

info@weldarcindia.com

Let's
Connect
With Us!




